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Fabrication and Evaluation oi"

Chirped Grating Lenses in Lithium Niobate Waveguides

ABSTRACT

Theoretical methods have been formulated for the design and

analysis of chirped grating lenses on planar optical waveguides.

Various fabrication techniques such as deposition of high index

titanium dioxide films and reactive ion milling of LiNbOr have been

developed to create low-loss phase shift pads on Ti-indiffused

LiNbOglwaveguides. Etched and deposited groove chirped grating

lenses have been scessfully fabricated and evaluated for the first

time on Ti-indiffusS LiNbO3 waveguides. A throughput efficiency of

85% for T1O 2 deposit d grooves and 80% for etched grooves has been

measured for some lenses. It has been determined that due to the

properties of TI-indifiused LiNbO3 waveguides, it is difficult to
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achieve high efficiency with large angular field of view (i.e. more

than two degrees) chirped grating lenses on such waveguides. The

limitations are caused primarily due to the closeness of the mode index and

the substrate index in single mode Ti-indiffused waveguides.

To improvE the grating lens performance, two alternative waveguides

in LiNbO3 have been investigated that have larger mode index.

The feasibility of using Nb205 transition waveguide to interconnect

two separate sections of Ti-indiffused waveguides has been demonstrated

with a total insertion loss of 0.8 dB. The chirped grating lenses fabricated

on top of such a waveguide by reactive ion beam etching have 85% throughput

efficiency and more than four degrees angular field of view.

Ion-exchanged LiNbO3 waveguides have been investigated as the second

alternative. Chirped grating lenses with diffraction efficiency of 75% and

three degrees angular field of view have been fabricated by a second ion

exchanged process in these waveguides.

The fabrication techniques, the theoretical methods and the materials

investigated are not limited to the chirped grating lenses and may also be

used in the design and fabrication of other integrated optical components.

t.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Integrated optical guided wave components have important applica-

tions In many logic and signal processing systems, such as the rf spectrum
analyzer and high speed analog-to-digital converters [12J. In these

applications, the performance of guided wave components is potentially

superior to that of electronic components because of their fast response

and parallel processing capabilities. In addition, the guided wave com-

ponents are also superior to the conventional bulk optical components

because of their ruggedness and low drive power consumption.

In order to realize the majority of the optical guided wave sys-

tems in planar configuration, high quality thin film waveguide lenses are

required to control the shape of the guided wave beam, i.e., for imaging,

focusing or Fourier analyzing.

Extensive effort has been devoted to the design and improvement of

the quality of guided wave optical lenses in the past few years [3-7]. As

a result, diffraction-limited guided wave optical lenses have been fabri-

cated using a semi-planar technology for thin film Luneberg lenses [7] and

* a bulk optics technology for geodesic lenses [8] (Figures 1 and 2). How-

ever, there are difficulties in the geodesic lens technology because its

fabrication involves the precise positioning of tools and because its

focusing properties are dependent on processing variations. The Luneberg

lens is applicable only to the combination of relatively high index films

on low refractive index waveguides whereas the geodesic lens requires

. aberration correction. These problems may be overcome by employing

. . .

1. 

. . . .



LUNEBURG LENS

Un

Figure 1. Illustration of an Integrated Optic Luneburg Lens

GEODESIC ENS

Figure 2. Illustration of an Integrated Optics Geodesic Lens
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photo-lithographic or electron-lithographic techniques for a new family

of planar grating lenses for guided wave optics [9-12].

Photo-lithographically-compatible guided wave optical lenses

already have been fabricated on low refractive index glass waveguides and

include the Fresnel phase and Bragg diffraction chirped grating lenses

[9,10], illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. However, for some signal proces-

sing applications such as rf spectrum analysis, it is necessary to fabri-

cate grating lens structures on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides that have

large acousto-optic and electro-optic coefficients. Questions have been

raised concerning the performance of diffraction grating lenses (e.g.,

the maximum available throughput efficiency, the maximum angular field of

view, and the scattering effects of different fabrication techniques) on

high index Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides. We have, therefore, devoted

significant effort to investigating theoretically and experimentally the

performance of chirped grating lenses on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides.

The role of the theoretical work was (a) to analyze the diffrac-

tion properties, (b) to study the effects of the design parameters on the

grating lens performance, and (c) to interpret the experimentally measured

results. In this regard, three methods have been formulated:

1. A perturbation analysis which is based upon the Green's

function (Chapter 2). This analysis is applicable to

thin phase grating structures where the effect of feed-

back from reversed scattering can be neglected.
'S

2. An iterative perturbation method (Chapter 3) in which

-.--
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a thin section of the grating lens is first analyzed by

the perturbation method. The cumulative effect of many

thin sections is thereby numerically evaluated by an

iterative procedure. This method combtnes the advan-

tages of the perturbation analysis and the coupled mode

analysis.

3. The generalized coupled mode analysis (Appendix 1) which

is applicable to situations where volume interaction is

restricted only to two dominant guided wave beams. This

analysis has been used for the design of different grating

lens structures.

However, all the theoretical methods developed assume that there is very

little conversion of the guided energy into the radiation modes of the

optical waveguide. The experimental conditions under which this assump-

tion is valid partially constitute the limitations of the chirped grating

lens performance.

The role of the experimental work was (a) to develop various fab-

rication technologies and to evaluate different grating lens designs on

Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguides. This involved the investigation of the

various fabrication methods such as the reactive and non-reactive ion

.. milling of LiNbO3 materials and the deposition of high index films for

creating low-loss phase shift patterns on Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguides;

(b) to determine the best grating lens performance on Ti-indiffused wave-

guides; (c) to investigate the limitations that are imposed by the proper-

ties of Ti-indiffused waveguides; and (d) to investigate alternative wave-
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guide mterials on LiNbO3 substrates that can improve the performance of

the grating lenses and assess the limitations that are imposed by these

structures.

As a result of our research effort, high efficiency Bragg diffrac-

tion chirped grating lenses on TI-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides have been

realized for the first time. The experimentally measured performance

(Chapter 3) of chirped grating lenses on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides

indicates that it is difficult to get both high efficiency and more than

two degrees of angular field of view for two reasons: (a) The mode index

of Ti-indiffused LINbO3 is close to the substrate index. Therefore, the

coupling of energy to the substrate limits the maximum angular field of

view or the efficiency of chirped grating lenses. (b) Ti-indiffused

LiNbO3 waveguides have large mode depth. The large mode depth implies

a smll coupling coefficient thus requiring long grating grooves which

limit the angular field of view.

To improve the grating lens performance, an alternative waveguide

in LiNbO3 other than Ti-indiffused is needed that has a larger mode index

and a smaller mode depth. If Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 must be used for other

signal processing functions, such as acousto-optic interaction in the rf

spectrum analyzer, the alternative waveguide may be used as a transition

waveguide interconnecting two sections of Ti-indiffused regions for the

grating lens fabrication. As an alternative approach to improve the per-

formance of chirped grating lenses on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3, the feasibi-

lity of such interconnectionson LiNbO3 substrates using Nb205 films were

Investigated (Chapter 4).
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Proton-exchanged LiNbO3 waveguides may also be an alternative to3
Improve the performance of chirped grating lenses. The performance of

chirped grating lenses on such waveguides were Investigated. The results

are presented in Chapter 5.

Conclusions and suggestions for future research are presented in

Chapter 6. Finally, two appendixes conclude the dissertation. In the

first appendix, the design and analysis of chirped grating lenses using

the generalized coupled mode theory is described. In the second appendix,

the fabrication of grating structures on LiNbO3 by reactive ion beam

etching and T1O 2 deposition is discussed.

I

.*
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ABSTRACT

A perturbation and iterative perturbation analysis of linearly chirped

quasi-periodic structures of medium Q factor in planar dielectric waveguides

has been formulated. This analysis can be used to calculate the diffraction

efficiency and the angular field of view of a given .linearly chirped grating

structure, for a specific Incident beam Including the effect of higher orders

of diffractions. The numerical example of a F- 10, f a 10 am., Amin 2.0 6 ,

4.25 and grating groove length - 15 v is presented.
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1. INTROMKCTION

In recent years, a great deal of research has been conducted in the area

of optical guided wave propagation In thick curved and chirped gratings to obtain

refletion, focusing, coll1ition. coupling. and Fourier analysis of the guide

waves (1-4]. These orting& will als be useful for millimetr wave applications

since similar dielectric waveguides are used in that regon. In the past, vast

grating components had constant periodicity; they were used to obtain coupling to
the radiation mods or reflection of guided waves by phase-,mtchd intractions

(5,6]. Recently. there has been a lot of interest in the use of chirped grating
structures for transforming one form of the guided wave beamun t another form of

guided ave bam. A typical example of a chirped grating lens is illustrated in

figure 1. It has been demonstrated that such lenses could diffract planar guided

wave beams int focused beams with expertmentally-measureI efficiencies up to 90%

The light diffraction properties of chirped and curved gratings have been

analyz to various degrees of accuracy via several approaches. Most of these

analyss are base upo a perturbation method or a modfication of the plane-weve

coupled wave analysis [7,S]. The modified plane-wave coupled mode analysis can

only be used to analyze reectrs or structures that have a very limited chirping

rate or curvature. Flany perturbation methods neglect the feedback effect on the

incident beami hence they cannot be used to analyze volume interactions. Recently,

Lin .s aZ. (9] developed a generalized two-dimensional coupled mode approach to

analyze the volume interaction of a guided wave beam with curved or chirped gratings

that my include a limited amount of phase mismtch. In that analysis, higher orders

of diffraction were neglected, only two guided wave beams were considered that are

i ,'" "'' ;~*~*.*v-*. %-Y*%:. . ,' -*-.* ?. " ,",,..,
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couplod to each other via the chirped linear or curved grating structure. From the

analysis of constant periodicity gratings, we know ,that the negligence o, .he

higher order diffracted beam is permissible provided the Q factor (given by

2-r) ed/412 where ais the effective wavelength of the guided wave mode and d is

the length of the volume interaction and .A is the periodicity of the grating

structure) is sufficivetly high. For chirped gratings, a local Q factor may be

defined where A is the localized periodicity of the grating structure. The

generalized coupled mode theory has been found to yield good results for structures

that have high local Q factors C10]. However, it cannot be used to analyze structures

that have a medium Q factor (1 Q < 10) because it neglects the presence of higher

diffraction orders. Curved or chirped gratings of medium Q can have a moderately

large angular field of view, thus they are important for apolications such ss t'e

r' spectrum analysis.
Ae present here an iterative perturbation Tathod suit;ioe to an. vze the 21'-

fr-action properties of linearly chirped grating structures on planar waveguides

with medium Q and straight-line (i.e., linear) grating grooves. In this analysis,

two principal guided wave beams are coupled back and forth to each other 
via the

the chirped grating structure. These two principal beams Vay have a variety of

horizontal variations (i.e., A, y in Figure 1) such as plane, cylindrical or Gaussian

waves, but their z variation is always given by the mode profile of the planar wave-

guide. In addition, there are other high order weak diffracted beams 
excited by the

two principal beam. However, the feedback effect of these higher order diffracted

beams into the two principal beams is neglected. The diffraction into the higher

order beams is treated as losses of the two prircipal beams. The diffraction proper-

ties of the grating is analyzed by dividing it into a series of thin longitudinal

* slabs of thickness 4, as illustrated in Figure . For eacn longitudinal slab the

I.,.." " " .-- : ' " -" - " i , "
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complex amplitudes of the two principal guided wave beams emerging from each section

are related to the complex amplitude of the two principal beams Incident on the slab

0,. by a two by two transfer matrix. The elements of each matrix are calculated using

a perturbation method which is based upon a Green's function. Effects of the mutual

feedback of the two prinicpal beams as well as the losses to the higher order of

diffraction are ihcluded in such a calculation. The knowledge of the elements of

the transfer matrix associated with each slab enables us to calculate the complex
amplitudes of the two principal guided wave beams (as well as the efficiency of

diffraction) of the complete chirped grating lons by a simple matrix multiplication.

The diffraction efficiency Is defined as the power into the focused beam divided

by the total power incident on the grating structure.

Alferness [11,12i has analyzed the diffraction efficiency of thick constant

periodicity gratings by the method of decomposing them into thin slabs. The

present work may be looked upon as an extension of his work to gratings that have

chirped periodicities and finite length (H) and could be illuminated by either

plane guided waves or Gaussian or cylindrical guided waves. As pointed out by

Aferness, the method of decomposition has very general applicability. Since the

effect of higher diffraction orders could be included, there is no need to require

strong Bragg effects (i.e., high Q). Although the iterative perturbation analysis

may be extended to handle the feedback effects of many orders of diffraction by

increasing the elements of the transfer matrix for each slab, we have restricted

this paper to only the calculation of two principal guided waves that interact with

each other. For a relatively small amount of power in each one of the higher order

diffracted beams, the power into the higher orders of diffraction after each slab is

considered as a loss to the two pincipal beams and their feedback into the incident

'.4 and focused wavi i have been neglected.

.4, asi ** aai %~ ~~
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II. THE THEORETICAL FORMULATION

A. The Wavegulde Modes and the Grating Structure

The modes of a dielectric planar waveguide are the solutions of a wave

equation of the form: El 2 CV - e + k O~cea" (1)

when an exp(Jjt) time variation is assumed. k0 is the free space wave number

(k0  2u1O). For a lossless isotropic single mode planar waveguide, without any

grating structure, we can express the amplitude of the transverse component of the

% electric field of any guided TE mode by the product of two functions, one describing

the vertical variation of the electric field in depth directions (i.e., the z

direction), and the other that describes the horizontal (i.e., x and y) variation

of the electric field in the plane of propagation. Therefore,

a - E(z) O(x,y) (2)

The vertical variation E(z) is the solution of the ordinary differential equation

:P:- 6of the form

E *+2 k2 (z) - 2 1 2 (z) 0 (3)

with the boundary condition that E(z) and ;E(z)/az are continuous for all values

4;AI

7-. %. .
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of Z. ne is the eigen value representing the effective index of the guided mode

and c(z) is the dielectric constant of the waveguide with no grating. Following

the conventional analysis of planar waveguldes, E(z) is normlized such that

(kone/2,M) Ez) E*(z) dz - 1 (4)

When there is a grating structure on an isotropic single mode planar waveguide,

the dielectric constant of Equation (1) must include the variations caused by the

grating structure as follows:

C C(z) + AC(x,y,z) (5)

and

- AC(z) W(x,y) r'Ix) (6)

where c'(x) ac(z) is the deviation of the dielectric constant from ,(z) of the planar

waveguide produced by the grating and W(xy) is the window function that defines

the presence or absence of the grating, W(xy) a 1 Inside the grating region

and W(xy) w 0 outside the grating region. We have assumed that the deviation of

the dielectric constant caused by the grating can be described approximately by the

product of two functions Ae(z) and cl(x). This assumption is strictly valid only

for gratings with a rectangular groove profile. In order to demonstrate our analy-

tical method, we shall further assume that
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'(x) 9 COS(Kx + px) + higher order terms

where g is a constant, and the higher order terms of -' are negligibly small.

The cos(Kx * px) term describes a fundamental sinusoidal periodic structure with
a linear chirp along the x direction. K is the fundamental spatial frequency of

the grating structures at x ' 0 (i.e.. K a 2w/A at x a 0). and p Is the rate at

which the spatial frequency K is chirped. For a quasi-periodic structure with a

large chirping rate, the assuniption that the higher order terms in Equation (7)

could be neglected may not be very accurate and those terms may need to be taken into

account. However, the higher order terms of e' could be included in our formalism

If necessary.

B. The Perturbation Formalism for a Single Thin Slab

The diffracted field of any optical guided wave incident on one of the thin
grating slabs of Figure I can be calculated by a conventional perturbation tech-

nique using a Green's function, under two assumptions:

1. The vertical variation (i.e., z) of the incident wave

4is not disturbed significantly by the grating grooves.

2. Within the Interaction length of the grating, the ampli-

tude and the phase of the incident guided wave can be

assumed to be known.

ZI

','

.- . .- . , . . ._. . .. , . .- .... .-... .-.. .. .. ..-./ .. ...-.. . . .-- . - - .-... -" . --.* ."~* "- "' -'. -,- . a,",
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The second assumption is generally correct only when the thickness of the thin

grating slab is sufficiently thin such that the effect of the reverse scattering

from the diffractd beam back into the incident beam can be neglected. In such a

perutubation analysis, it is assumed that the total electric field inside the

grating slab region can be written in the form:

at  As n  e d

where gin represents any guided wave incident on the grating and ed represents the

diffracted field caused by the interaction of the incident wave with the grating

structure. en satisfies Equation (1). Atin Is assumed to be much larger than ad '

The total electric field is to satisfy the scalar wave equation describing the wave

propagation within the grating slab:

V26t + k0 
2((z) + as(x,y,Z)] *t a 0 (9)

Substituting Equation (8) into Equation (9), we obtain:

72 e 2 (z) ed a -Ak0
2 U€(x.Y.z) ein (10)

In arriving at Equation (10), the k at ad term and the derivatives of A have

been neglected in the first order approximation. If the excitation of air and

substrate modes are also neglected, the incident guided wave a,, and the diffracted

guided wave ed can be written in the form of Equation (2). Therefore,
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I...
ein " E(z) tnlX.Y) (11)

ed  E E(z) Id(x.y) (1)

Substituting Equations (11) and (12) into Equation (10) and utilizing the normli-

zation relation of Equation (4), we obtain a two-dimensional differential equation

of the form:

[Vt 2 k02 e23 sdlXy) 2C €Z(x) snlXy) (134)

where ts the horizontal (i.e., xy) component of the V operator:

Is a unit vector along z and the constant C in Equation (13a) is defined by

c f c(z) E(z) E[(z) dz (13b)

and ? is the thickness of the deposited grating groove. The horizonal field

distribution of the diffracted field *d(x,y) can be calculated from Equation (13a)

for a known in by using the appropriate Green's function as following:

a df - G(x,y; x',y') F(x'y') dx'dy' (14)

over the grating
area

1 -,

: , *-4.,.
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where F(xy) is equal to the right-hand side of Equation (13a). The appropriate

Green's function for the differential equation of (13s) Is (13]:

G(x~y; x',a) -J Ha(2)(k 0 n0 If) (15)

where

R ix -x')2, (y y)2 1 (16)

andH(2) is the Hankel function of the second kind.

We have calculated *d(X2y) of Equation (14) numerically on a digital com-
puter when #|nix.) is a planar guided wave with uniform amplitude variation. a

planar guided wave with Gaussian amplitude variation, or a cylindrical guided

wave. The numerical integrations were performed by expanding the parameter R

represented by Equation (16) in a binomial expansion and taking only the first

term of the expansion:

R- (x - x')2, (y. y,)Zi

(X2 2)0 +(x$2 y,2 . 2xx' - yy')/2(x
2 * y2)i (17)

In practice, for the structures that we have evaluated, when the thickness of

each slab 6 is less than or equal to one micron and the grating lens had a focal

length greater than 10 - (i.e.. y t 10 nini, the term y'2 /2(x2 + y)i in Equation

(17) was less than 5 x 10"5 . That term was neglected. Hence, the double inte-

gration of Equation (14) was simplified to a single integral over x'. This single

integral was calculated, numerically, by the conventional integration procedure.

The integration over y' was performed analytically. For the grating structures

.; . .- ,,- . . ..-.. . .. ., -. . -. ... . .. -. . ..
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that we have analyzed, the reduction of the thickness of each slab to less than

one micron and the Inclusion of the third term of the binomial expansion for A
caused a less than 1% change of the calculated diffraction efficiency. In order
to compare our results with the results obtained from the two-dimensional generalized
coupled mode analysis, we have only approximated e'(x) by the first Fourier com-
ponent of the dielectric constant perturbation given in Equation (7). Howver,
if necessary, higher Fourier components may be included in the integral of

Equation (14) without any further complications.
Figure 2 shows the calculated intensity (Od Od*) of a single grating lens

Slab on its focal plane when a planar guided weve with uniform amplitude or a
planar guided wave with Gaussian distribution of amplitude is incident on it.
For both cases, the grating lens has an aperture H a 1 mm, focal length (f) a 10 M
with the grating periodicity A which varies between .1 w 13 um to A a 2.36 um
and the width of the grating slab is I um. The diffracted intensity of Figure 2bIs Ob~tained whlen the magnitude of the Gaussian electric field at the edge of the

lens slab is lI/e times the magnitude of the electric field at the center of the
lens.

C. The Iterative Perturbation Formalism

Let us consider the first longitudinal slab of the chirped grating lens which
is illustrated In Figure 3. For a planar guided wave eP ncident on this

Slab at the angle *.j the diffracted field *d(I) caused by the interaction of
the Incident wave and the thin grating structure can be calculated using the

is

'5.

, , , i s, . " . , , , _ . .,. . .. ,. . .,-.,-._ • ... ... . .. , . . .. ,...... ,,-...
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perturbation formula of Equation (14):

.8(11 .f) . [(z) ,llx

* E()lf f"" 2 / C C'(x) *j(..y.) [-jWH0()(k 0n,R1)J d'dy'

"0 "..4i2

(18)

where

1 (x- X,)Z + (f y)]i (19)

The above diffracted ed()(x.,f) is calculated on a plane (pl) at the'.%

distance f away from the first slab.

Since we have neglected the excitation of the air and substrata modes, the

coefficient aI which represents the amplitude of the undiffracted planar guided

wave after the first section can be calculated from the conservation of the energy

between the incident wave *,, and the diffracted field ad (1) to be:

+40 +N/2
a d(2)N (1) dy / i (I nP dxjj

(20)

It is well known in optics that Cd (1) consists of a superposition of the fields

*belonging to various orders of diffraction. Each order of diffraction is a con-

verging or diverging guided wave. The first diffraction order of the diffracted

,

• 9, . . • *- ; . .. • "

-7 79*:- "
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waves will converge to the point Cx - -fie k n sin) . y 1 ] where f -

Therefore. we assume that the diffracted guided wave emerging from the first slab,

ad(1) at any distance x and y, to be a superposition of cylindrical waves of the

for:

c H 1M(kanRIO) * higher order cylindrical guided waves (21)

where

RIO a {Ix + f(K - kgnestnet)] z + 1y - f)2)* (22)

.3 We have calculated C1,. which is the amplitude of the first diffraction order

cylindrical wave. by separating the total diffracted field on the plane P1 into

two parts. one part due to the and the second part due to all the other

orders of diffraction, as follows.

The diffracted field of 0 (1)(koneRl') on the plane P1 is given by the Kirchoff

diffraction theory as

4 -c(,f) f-H/2 Gn(xf; x',y' - 8) s(x') dx' (23)

where o(x) is the boundary value of the cylindrical wave on the plane y 6 6 and
Gn is the normal derivative of the Green's function [13].

On the plane PV, we can write:

led (xf) - c1 (c1(x,f) * 3s(1) (24)

34
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Ae V1 e(I) represents the diffracted field due to all the higher order cylindrical

waves an the plane P"

Now. if a$(s) is approximately orthogonal to ,
(1 ) , then we may obtain c,

from Equation (24) as

- d~ )( €ll " x (,I1) ( ll M ) (25)

From the numrical results of Equations (20) and (25), w have now obtained

'the amplitudes of the planar guided wave A( I ) and converging cylindrical wave B(3 )

emerging from the first slab at y a 6 i.e. 0 ) a and 9 (1 ) 0 €1 . Both of

these waves will be incident on the second slab of the chirped grating lens.

The energy scattered into all the higher orders is considered as loss to the

incident beam.

Ko let u.s consider the second longitudinal slab of the chirped grating lens

as illustrated in Figure 4. For the planar guided wave ein P incident on the second

slab shown in Figure 4a, the diffracted field ed(2)(xf + S) on the plane P2 can

be calculated using Equation (14). However, it can be shown that the diffracted

-field ed(M)(xf + 6) on the plane P2 is related to ed(1) on the plane P1 by the

following relation:

edl2l(x.f + 6) - exp(-Jkonecoses1 ) ed()lx,f) (26)

The coefficient a2 which represents the amplitude of the undiffracted planar

guided wave after the second slab is:

* .'

.
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rr 0 +14/2
a2 * * - J (2)) x / einPeP) dxi) a

(27)'41

In Equation (27), we again have neglected the excitation of the air and

substrate modes and have assumed the conservation of energy between the incident

wave on the second slab and the diffracted field and the undiffracted wave emerging

from that slab.

The diffracted field ed(2) is again the superposition of the fields due to

the converging or diverging cylindrical guided waves coming out of the second slab.

These cylindrical waves are of the form:

C2Ho(1)(kone2,) * higher order cylindrical guided waves (28)

where

R2 ' ( {Ex + f(konesine) 1
2 + (f + a - y)2)} (29)

On the plane P2. we can write:

(2)

ed (x'f + 6) -c2 'r es(2) (30)

where ;oc(2) is the diffracted field of Ho(
1)(konaR ') on the plane Pz and es

(2)

represents the diffracted field due to higher order cylindrical waves.

If @,(2) is approximately orthogonal to ;c (2). then

'.

'I
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C2 I I b fIee~d J ed~ 2 * 2 x O z('()*d (31)

It can be shown that the diffracted field of NOl)(koneR2 ') on the
!. Jplane PV' is the same as the diffracted field of H()kn ') on the

plane P I

*" ,cl +6) , * (1 x,f) (32)

Substituting ed(2) and PC(2)  in Equation (31) by ed(')exp(-Jk0n0cose6) and

VC , respectively, w obtain:

C2 a C1 exp(-Jk0 n0cos31 6) (33)

The cylindrical wave c1 O1jkonRf'), which has been produced by the interaction

of the planar guided wave with the first slab, will also be diffracted by the second
-. slab, shown in Figure 4b. The diffracted field edc (2) caused by the interaction of

the incident wave Ho(l)(koneRil) and the second grating slab has been calculated

using Equation (14):

edc (2) *x) E(z) *d(2llx'f)

* / EWA 2t 12  C C'(x) I4 a ') r (2) dx'dy'

(34)

r-.,
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where R, and R1' are given by Equations (19) and (22), respectively, and the

diffracted field e (2) is calculated on the plane P1.

The diffracted waves emerging from the second slab, due to the incident

cylindrical wave, can be represented as:

b2 e*nP + higher order planar guided waves (35)

We have calculated the complex amplitude b2 as follows:

b (2 ) d/ 4 (2)), dx (36)
b2 f g.o dc .p )* (3

where IpZ s the diffracted field of ein p on the'plane P" In obtaining

Equation (36)o we again have assumed that the diffracted field of the higher order
planar waves esc(2) are approximately orthogonal to yp(. b2 in Equation (36) is

a complex coefficient which represents the reverse feedback effect of the cylindri-

cal wave into the -riginal plane guided wave caused by the grating structure.
Once again by using the conservation of energy between the incident cylindrical

wave Ho(1)(koneRi') and the diffracted field edc(2 and the undiffracted cylindrical

wave, we obtain the amplitude coefficient d2 ' of the undiffracted cylindrical wave:4,,"fo,,,o,,jo
d2[f adc (edc ()) dx /fH/2 Oi(kne ' O el( 0na 'JJJ*

.. H/

(37)

ii'.
L%" . .
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At the output aperture of the second longitudinal slab, two types of cylin-

drical converging waves exist. One is the cylindrical wave c Ho( 1)(koneR 2 ) which

resulted from the interaction of the planar guided wave einP and the second slab

of the grating lens, shown in Figure 4a, that converges to the point

fx a -f (k - k0 nesinei), y - f + 6]. The second one is the depleted cylindrical

wave d 2 HI(1)(koneRil) that converges to the point (x u -f (K - konestnei), y - f].

We shall now show that the cylindrical wave d2 H0 (1)(k0 neR,') can be represented

approximately by the cylindrical wave d2H0 (1)(k 0neR2 ) as follows.

The diffracted field of d 2 N0 (1)(kone R1.) on the plane P 29 represented by &C()

is calculated using Equation (23) with the appropriate boundary condition. We can

write:

& (2) d2 w€(2) + es (38)

where wc (2) is the diffracted field of the cylindrical wave HO(1)(koneR2 ') on the
() 2

plane P2. Now, if es is approximately orthogonal to -, we my obtain d2 from

Equation (38):

d2  ) dxII LI ( I) dx (39)

For the grating structures we analyzed, the absolute value of the coefficient

d2 is of the order of (0.9998 : 0.0001) which means that replacing d2 H0 (')(k 0 neRI
')

with d Ho(1 )(k neR2 ) will Introduce less than 2% error into the final numerical

2 0 0 .1
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results even for 100 slabs of the grating (each 1 m wide). Since the total width

of the grating lenses that are of interest is only a few tens of microns, the above

approximation will not cause a large error in our analysis. Now the amplitudes

of the planar guided wave A(2 ) and converging cylindrical wave B(2 ) emerging from

the second slab at y 2f can be calculated:

A(2) a 2 A( ) + b2 6(0)

(40)

5(2) eA) m (i)

The same procedure can be used to calculate the coefficients a3, b3, C3, and d30

which are the elements of the transfer matrix associated to the third slab. However,

it can be shown that (an -a 1, bn I biexp(-Jkonencosei), cn a C exp(-Jkonencoset) and

dn a 1 for n 1 ..... n). Therefore, once the coefficients a1, C1, b2 and d

are calculated by using the Equations (20), (2S), (36), (37) and (39), respectively,

all the elements of the transfer matrices associated with each slab would be known.

The knowledge of the elements of the transfer matrix associated with each slab

enables us to calculate the complex amplitudes of the two principal guided wave

beams after the nth slab by a matrix multiplication of the form:

A~n)] •x . . . x

c n)J € c I  d! I (41)

where A is the amplitude of the planar gujded wave 
and B is the amplitude of the

cylindrical converging wave incident on the first slab. However, when the incident

5" %.
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planar guided wave einIs normalized such that

f4/ZN/2 P(einP)* X 1

then A would be equal to one, i.e., A - 1 and 5 - 0.

For the above Initial conditions, the diffraction efficiency n of the grating

thstructure after the n section is given by

f'H/ ((n)'H(l)(koneRn)] x [D(n ) HO(1 )(kOnen)J* dx

where

Rn  ([x + f(1 - kanasine1 )J (f. (n - 1) - )

Strictly speaking, the assumption of the orthogonality of the truncated planar

guided waves and cylindrical diverging and converging waves have not been established.

However, for the structures that we have analyzed, we have evaluated numerically a

few Integrals In the form

asdx and w dx.

We have found that

• Ir

IJ s/ (W<10.s

Therefore, the quasi-orthogonality assumption made for calculating the matrix

elements may not be a bad assumption. Also, in the design of grating lenses,

4,

S.-
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extree care Is taken to obtain the largest separation between different diffracted

orders In order to maximize the signal-to-noise response of the grating lens struc-

ture. Henct, the quasi-orthogonality of the diffracted field of different diffrac-

tion orders is not far from reality.

d
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have used the iterative perturbation analysis to calculate the diffrac-

tion efficiency of several linearlychirped grating lenses. In Figure 5, the

calculated diffraction efficiency of a chirped grating lens as a function of the

interaction length d of the grating is illustrated. The grating lens structure

used in this calculation has a minimum periodicity A,,, a 2.06 u, the maxiionam

periodicity Amex a 4.25 in, aperture H a I mm, and the focal length f - 10 o.

The diffraction efficiency of the grating lens in Figure 5 is calculated when a

planar guided wave with Gaussian distribution of amplitude is incident on the lens

and when the magnitude of the Gaussian electric field at the edge of the lens slab

is li/e tis the magnitude of the electric field at the center of the lens. When

the interaction length d is approximately 15 um long, the local 0 factor of the

grating structure varies from Oeln a 2 to (max a 9. The coupling coefficient Ic

of the grating lens structure (given by Kc - C/k0
2 where C is given by Equation

(13b)) Is assumed to be Kc s 0.1 (O) "1 . From Figure S, it is seen that the mexi-

mum diffraction efficiency occurs when Kcd a -./2, which is in agreement with the

previously reported results r14].

Figures Ga and 6b illustrate the diffraction efficiency of the same grating

lens as a function of the angular deviation, i.e., .16. of the incident guided wave

from its Bragg angle as calculated by the generalized coupled mode analysis and

iterative perturbation analysis, respectively. The grating lens length d is

assumed to be 15 um. The efficiency calculated by the generalized coupled mode

theory Is over-estimated because it ignores the losses of the higher diffraction

orders of the medium Q grating structure.

0,'
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper an iterative perturbation analysis suitable

to analyze the diffraction properties of the linearly chirped grating lenses with

a medium Q factor on planar optical waveguides. Using this method, we can obtain

data such as the diffraction efficiency and the angular range of the incident wave

within which effective diffraction can take place.

However, our iterative perturbation analysis has several limitations. First.

we have confined our analysis to the case of a single mode waveguide with negligi-

ble radiation loss. Second. we have assumed that the different orders of diffrac-

tion due to each grating slab are quasi-orthogonal. This assumption is

approximately justifiable only if the grating structure is designed to have well-

4I\ separated orders of diffraction.
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ABSTRACT

Etched and deposited groove chirped grating lenses have been successfully

designed, fabricated and evaluated for the first time on Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3

.-waveguides. The design procedure, the expected and measured performances, the

materials and fabrication processes developed, and the performance limitations

imposed by the waveguide parameters and by the fabrication procedures are pre-

sented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are many potential applications of optical signal processing in planar

optical waveguides, such as the rf spectrum analysis, where it is necessary to

integrate, focus, collimate. image or Fourier analyze guided wave beams using

efficient lenses that have both diffraction-limited performance and low noise.

Currently, the most commonly used guided wave lens is a geodesic lens which

requires the expensive process of precision grinding of the nonspherical contours

for each lens [1].

High efficiency chirped grating lenses on glass waveguides have been

initially demonstrated by Yao [23. Figure 1 illustrates a linearly chirped

grating lens. Recently, we have reported the design and experimental evaluation

of such lenses on glass waveguides that have a measured total throughput efficiency

of 80. with a moderately large angular field of view and diffraction-limited

focused spot size [3]. However, for some signal processing applications such

as the rf spectrum analyzer, it is necessary to fabricate the grating lenses on

Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguides. The realization of chirped grating lenses on

single mode Ti-Indiffused LiNbO 3 by modulating the surface of the waveguide [4]

and on double mode Ti-indiffused Li~bO3 by corrugating the surface [5] has been

reported recently. However, the performance limitations of grating lenses on

such waveguides have never been determined. Serious limitations caused by both

the fabrication processes and the availability of materials that have an index

higher than LIN)b 3 can be expected.

We report In this paper the theoretical design of LiNbO 3 waveguide lenses.

the experimental fabrication of these lenses, their measured performance and the

limitations that are imposed by the fabrication methods and by the properties of

Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguides.

". -t.
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II. THE THEORETICAL GRATING LENS DESIGN

.!4 The design of the lenses has been carried out using a generalized coupled

mode atuaclysis [6] supplemented by both a perturbation Green's function analysis

- and an iterative numerical analysis.

The solid curves in Figure 2 show the calculated efficiency n of an F

'number a 10 linear chirped grating lens (with H a 2 m, f - 20 m, Amin a 1.4 mm,

and x a 2.9 6a) as a function of the angular deviation (i.e., as) of the Ici-

dent guided wave beam from its Bragg angle. The dashed curve in the same figure

(using the vertical scale on the right-hand side) shows the calculated focused

spot size of this lens. Our calculated results show that high efficiency, nearly

diffraction-limited spot size and moderately large AS can be obtained. A better

--NI~ lens performance (I.e., higher efficiency and larger angular field of view) may

be obtained using a larger coupling coefficient Kc. When the perturbation analysis

Is applicable. Kc is equal to the change in the effective index in the region

inside and outside the grating grooves (anef f ) divided by half of the free-space

wavelength 10. However, our generalized coupled mode analysis assumes that the

power diffracted into the higher order guided wave beams is negligible and that

there Is very little conversion of guided wave power into the substrate mode. rhe

experimental conditions under which these two assumptions may be valid partially

Constitute the limitations of the performance of chirped grating lenses.

According to the results of the coupled mode analysis, high efficiency is

obtained when the groove length d is approximately T/2<c* A larger coupling

coefficient Implies that a shorter d may optimize the efficiency. A shorter d

will give a larger angular field of view, defined as the angle within which effi-
~cienc -i s larger than one-half of Its maxiosjm value at . 5 * 0. Thus, the large

%

%
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angular field of view shown in Figure 2 is obtained primarily because of the

small d values used. A limitation in the angular field of view (i.e., AS) is

expected because higher orders of diffraction are expected to occur for the

constant periodicity grating at a small d when the Q factor (Q defined as

2wx 0d/neffA
2) is significantly less than 10. If the local Q factor of a chirped

grating lens needs to be held equal to 10, the groove length d can be varied to

meet this requirement and the grating groove depth should be adjusted to meet the

Kcd - ,r/Z requirement. Our calculated result predicts that a larger angular

field of view combined with high efficiency can be expected theoretically for such

* lens with controlled d and KC variations.

If only an efficient collimating lens is desired, this can be achieved even

with very small KO values (i.e., long d) provided that a very small angular field

of view is acceptable. Theoretically, a parabolic curved chirped grating pattern

should be used in this case so that the generalized phase matching conditions can

be satisfied nuch better than with the linear chirped grating lens. Figure 3

illustrates such a curved chirped grating lens.

ays of achieving large Kc and small d without causing significant substrate

moae conversion and higher orders of diffraction as well as the verification of

the theoretical results are the principal objectives of our experimental investi-

gations. Limitations in materials and fabrications processes my further limit

the lens performance.

2'6
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Il1. THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT

The grating grooves can be fabricated by: (a) etching the grooves Into

the surface; (b) deposition of a material onto the surface; or (c) diffusion

of a material into the volume of the optical waveguide. Our theoretical analysis

demonstrates that one of the most important parameters in the design of the chirped

grating lens Is the coupling coefficient. From the perturbation analysis, the

coupling coefficient is proportional to the mode index change anef f caused by

the grating groo ves (KC n U.ff/Y The mode andex change an is defined.s

thdifference in the neff of a planar waveguide without any grating grooves

to the neff of a planar waveguide that has been deposited with the same overlay

film (or etched to the same depth) as the grating grooves. We have calculated the

amount of index perturbation and thus the coupling coefficient caused by each

technique for Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides and have also investigated the

advantage/disadvantage of different fabrication techniques.

The numerical calculation of the effective indices of the modes of graded

index optical waveguides. such as Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 , of arbitrary but known

index profile and diffusion parameters has already been reported [7]. The theory

of multilayer dielectric waveguides [8] also has been used for the calculation

of the effective indices of the modes of graded index waveguides with known index

profile and diffusion parameters. A technique similar to the analysis of multi-

layer dielectric waveguides is used here to calculate the change in the effective

index of the mode and the coupling coefficient of the grating structures on Ti-

-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides.

Figure 4 shows the calculated Kc (KC 8 2. nff/i o ) that may be obtained by

etching the grooves into the surface of Ti-iodiffused LiNbO 3 or by depositing

.J.
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titanium dioxide fingers with a refractive index of 2.63 [9] onto the surface

of a TI-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguide. For the case of deposited grooves, the

maximum Aneff (i.e., KC) is limited by the titanium dioxide thickness within

which only a single mode will exist in a planar waveguide that has an equivalent

TiO2 layer. For the etched grooves,'the maximum Ki s limited by the cutoff

thickness of the Ti-indiffused planar waveguide, The results shown in Figure 4

clearly demonstrate that a larger coupling coefficient is achievable for the

waveguides that have a smaller mode depth. The mode depth here is defined as the

distance from the surface of the waveguide at which the refractive index of the

Ti-indiffused wavegutde is equal to the mode index neff of the guided wave. The

mode depth defined in this manner has the physical meaning of being the depth at
which the evanescent tail of the electric field begins.

The calculation of the mode index change Zmeff has been carried out assuming

that the index profile of the Y-cut Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguide can be described

by a Gaussian function [7]:

n(y) • nb + an exp(-(y/D)2]  (1)

where nb is the refractive Index of the LibO3 substrate, y is the depth from the

surface of the LItbO 3, in is the index change at the surface and 0 is the diffu-

sion depth defined by n(0) a nb + 4n/e. The index change at the surface in is

related to the diffusion parameters such as the diffusion time tdiff, diffusion

temperature Tdiff, and thickness of titanium Ti [10]:

* 2 2Ti dn*
n -- • (2)

9''
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where a Is the number of atoms per unit volume in the deposited film, d $

the index to concentration ratio and the diffusion depth 0 is related to the dif-

fusion constant 0Y, in the y direction, by 0 a 2*DY tdiff. For a known an and D,

the Ti-undiffused graded Index waveguide may be approximated by a stack of

step Index waveguides. The mode index n eff then can be calculated from the

appropriate transcendental equation of such a multilayer step index structure

[11]. When the waveguide structure is perturbed, either by etching or deposition,

the sam procedure is used to calculate the mode index a'eff of the perturbed

structure. Using the differences of the two indices, we have calculated the Kc:

Kc a *(nef f - nleff)/ 0

• 2 aneff/ 0  (3)

For Figure 4. we have used 0 x 10 ca/sec and in *0.021. However,
Y

as shown in Figures S and 6. the mode index change of the modified waveguide and

therefore the coupling coefficient is strongly dependent on the diffusion constant

0 Y and the index profile of the Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 wavequide. It Is known that

due to the outdiffuslon of LO during the diffusion of Ti, the index profile

-4 .' cannot be dlefined accuraitely as a Galussian function [12.13]. The values reported

- for the diffusion constant for Ti into LiNbO3 in the y direction also can vary

as much as four tiwms [13-1S]. Thus, the accurate prediction of the maximam

value of neff that can be obtained by different fabrication techniques requires

the characterization of the Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguide as the first step, i.e..

the diffusion constant and the diffusion profile should be known for a specific

diffusion process.

-%7.
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We have performed experiments on constant periodicity gratings fabricated

on Ti-indiffused LINbO3 waveguides in order to verify the perturbation analysis

results to determine the coupling coefficient according to a given Aneff* i.e.,

Kc a 2Aneff/ O Constant periodicity grating structures have been fabricated by

both the deposition of TO02 grating fingers [9] and the etching of the grating

grooves. The period A of the grating structure is 2 jrm with a grating groove

length of 100 a. All the neff measurements have been performed using the prism

coupler technique at the He-Ne laser wavelength of 0.63 An. In order to measure

the change in the mode index aneff, the etching of the waveguide or the deposi-

tion of TIC2 was carried out only over a part of the Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 wave-

guide. The change in the mode index neff of the original waveguide and the

n'eff of the modified region where the deposition or etching took place was

measured by measuring the angle of the laser light on the prism at which the trans-

verse electric guided modes of the waveguide structure have been excited. The

-', absolute accuracy of our measurement system for the mode index values is of the

order of :0.0003. However, the change in the mode index of the modified region

with respect to the original Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguide could be measured with

an accuracy of 0.0001. The diffraction efficiency of high Q factor constant

periodicity gratings can be calculated by the conventional c:upled mode analysis

9,* [16] to yield:

n sin 2 (Kcd) (4)a

where d is the length of the grating grooves. Thus, the measurement of n for a
d given d is a measure of the coupling coefficient. Figure 7 shows the calculated

diffraction efficiency of a 100 Im long constant period grating for different values

.
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of K using Equation (4). In the same figure, the measured efficiencies of the

fabricated gratings are Illustrated by the dots and the squares. The coupling

coefficients for these gratings were calculated using Kc - Zaneff/l0 where Mneff

Is the respected measured values of index perturbation XO . The measured

diffraction efficiency is the ratio of the power measured in the diffracted

wave to the sum of powers measured in all the orders of diffraction. Since the

Q factor of the grating is much larger than 10, only two orders of diffraction

exist. Our results have demonstrated good agreement between the theoretical

predictions and the experimental measurements of diffraction efficiency. This

result implies that K a 2an eff/A0 may be used to determine KC for values up

to a 0.01S ()
1 . However, for larger values of anef f , the calculated efficiency

using vi a sit2(2! effd/AO ) and the measured efficiencies are very much different,

shown in Figure 7. This is in contrast to our experimental observations on glass

waveguides [17]. This discrepancy is attributed to two factors:

1. The perturbation method of calculating K€ may not be valid for large

values of 
611 ff in graded index waveguides.

2. A large mode index change on Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 introduces substantial

substrate mode conversion (discussion in Section V) whereby the substrata

mode conversion could reduce the diffraction efficiency

I.4
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IV. FABRICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE GRATING LENSES

Another experimental task was to characterize the Ti-indiffused waveguides

fabricated in our laboratory and to measure the maximum mode index perturbation

feasible on such single mode Ti-indiffused waveguides. All optical waveguides

were fabricated on Y-cut acoustic-grade LiNbO 3 substrates. The Ti film was

deposited by electron beam evaporation at 2.0 x 10 Torr pressure. The thick-

ness of the evaporated Ti film was controlled to be 165 i 5 A. We have observed

that all waveguides having a Ti thickness larger than 190 A are multimode. The

diffusion of Ti in LiNbO3 was performed in an Al203 tube placed in a temperature-

-controlled furnace (1,C) which was preheated to 10000C. The diffusion took

place under wet oxygen, with an oxygen flow rate of 500 cc/min. The oxygen gas

had been passed through a temperature-controlled water bubbler (i.e., wet oxygen)

to compensate for the outdiffusion of Li [18]. Waveguides fabricated in this

manner had typically an attenuation of 1 dB/cm or less. All the attenuation

measurements also were performed using prism couplers. The Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3

waveguides then were covered partly by a TiO 2 deposited film or etched in order

to measure the mode index change ALneff" Figure B shows the measured values of

the mode index change as a function of the TiO 2 deposited film thickness for two

different diffusion processes. In the same figure. the calculated mode index

change as a function of T1O 2 thickness is plotted for comparison.

All the Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides used for the experimental data

illustrated in Figure 8 were made by the evaporation of 165 A of Ti film followed

by the diffusion of Ti into LiNbO 3 at 1000%C for 1 hour. The triangles repre-

sent the measured node index change introduced by different thicknesses of the

TIO 2 film when the temperature of the water in the bubbler was kept at 24'C

4.,

'.- 'i1
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during the diffusion of the Ti film. The large dots represent the same result

when the water was kept at 950C. We have observed experimentally that, for the

same thickness of TiO 2 film, the mode index change 4neff can vary as much as

five times depending on the temperature of the water inside the bubbler which

was used to compensate for the outdiffusion of the L1O 2. Figure 9 illustrates

the measured mode index change as a function of the etched depth of Ti-indiffused

LiNbO 3 waveguides. These results were obtained for an original waveguide that

d had 165 A of Ti deposited on top of the LINbO3 and diffused for 150 minutes at

1000C when the temperature of the water was kept at 9SC. From the results

demonstrated In Figures 8 and 9, we have concluded that a relatively large &neff

can be obtained at small thicknesses only if (a) the grating grooves are fabri-

cated by deposition of a high index material such as TIO2 and (b) the original.I

waveguides are fabricated under high water vapor pressure during the diffusion

process. Using such a process, the behavior of our fabricated single mode Ti-

-indiffused waveguides can best be described by assuming a Gaussian profile for

the index and a diffusion constant 0y equal to 3.5 x 10'3 2/se.

Using the forgoing process of waveguide fabrication, several chirped grating

lenses were fabricated and evaluated on Ti-indiffused waveguides. The results

are listed in Table 1. All our grating lenses were fabricated by replication of

the Cr mask pattern onto a LiNbO waveguide by the conformable optical contact

printing method. The Cr masks were made by electron beam lithography at the NSF

National Research and Resource Facility for Submicron Structures at Cornell

University. For etched grooves, the resist pattern was post-baked at 1400C for

two hours and etched by the reactive ion beam etching technique using freon C3F6

gas. The deposited TiO2 grating fingers were obtained by first evaporation of a

Ti layer onto the sample that already had the desired resist pattern. Samples

L-.
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with the desired Ti patterns remaining after lift-off were then oxidized at

4500C in 2000 cc/min dry oxygen to obtain the TtO 2 chirped grating lens. The

throughput efficiencies of the lenses listed in Table 1 were obtained by taking

the ratio of the optical power (detected in the focused diffracted guided wave

beam) to the power measured in the transmitted optical beam when the incident

beam was moved transversely to bypass the lens. The substrate energy conversion

due to the lens was determined by subtracting from one the ratio of the sum of

the guided wave powers (in all orders of diffraction) to the power transmitted

bypassing the lens. The angular field of view of the grating lens was obtained

experimentally by measuring the diffraction efficiency as a function of the angle

of incidence of the guided wave beam. The angular field of view is the angular

range within which the diffraction efficiency is larger than 50% of the maximum

diffraction efficiency.

Our experimental results demonstrate that for a large F number, i.e., slow

chirping rate, high throughput efficiency can be obtained if: (a) the coupling

coefficient K€ is controlled to maximize the efficiency n for a given groove

length d and (b) the diffraction into higher orders and mode ;;onversion into the

substrate mode is negligible. Throughput efficiency of 85% for TtO 2 deposited

grooves 450 A thick and 80'. for etched grooves 1700 A deep was measured for an

F28 chirped 7rattng lens on Tt-tndiffused LtNbO 3 . However, the etched grating

lens required much deeper grooves as compared to the deposited grating lens, which

resulted in the leakage of the optical guided wave into the substrate. The

angular field of view of the F28, d a 200 ^m lens was limited to % 1.5' primarily

because of the long groove length of the Structure. Both our theoretical and

experimental results demonstrate a drop in the diffraction efficiency of small F

number lenses for long grooves and small Kc even if Kcd is aoproximately equal to
c o

6

".
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w/2. This is because, for small F number grating lenses, a significant portion

of the input beam will not be at the Bragg angle due to the fast chirping in the

periodicity of the grating. In other words, only within a small range of A along

the lens will the Bragg diffraction condition approximately be satisfied. When

the Bragg condition is not fulfilled, the interaction of the grating with the

input beam weakens and thereby the diffraction efficiency drops. The calculated

efficiency of F a 7 chirped grating lenses by the generalized coupled mode ana-
lysis is 24% which is in good agreement with our experimentally measured

efficiency. However, we anticipate the the fabrication tolerance of sall A

may cause some degradation on the diffracted intensity pattern of the F a 7 lens.

.. 
The experimental results also demonstrate that the relatively larger angular

-. -':. f i e l d o f v i e w ( L e a 6 ' ) c a n b e o b t a i n e d b y u t i l i z i n g a s h o r t e r l e n g t h d f o r t h e

grating lens. However, due to the limitation of the coupling coefficient, the

diffraction efficiency would be significantly reduced. We also have observed

that the higher orders of diffraction could conUin a significant amount of power

if the Q factor of the grating lens is smaller than 10.

4. W'
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TABLE 1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF GRATING LENSES

ON Ti-INOIFFUSED LiNbO 3 WAVEGUIDES

%

Lens S pecIfications J Results Corments
Amin Ax d F A w AO Higher Substrate
() I) (m) % Diffraction Energy

- _ _Orders Conversion

1.73 3.45 a10 12 1 6 0 negligible negligible

4.0 7.76 200 28 1. as a 1.5 contains negligible
... _ I little energy

77 28t .exists but
4.0 !7.76 200 28 1. 80 a 1.5°  contns a 10'

Iittle +e

4.0 7.76 s0 28 1. 1 0 '10% .30%I 'I T
1.1 3 1SO 7 1. 25 1 i negligible < 0

+1.73 3.45 '150 12 1. 70 a 1.S* negligible negligible

Etched grooves •m Minimum Periodicity

+ Two mode waveguxde -,min
Ame Maximum Periodicity

d Interaction Length
F Focal Length

A Aperture

n Throughput Efficiency
ae Field of View

_ o 
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V. LIMITATIONS OF THE GRATING LENS PERFORMANCE ON Ti-NDIFFUSED LjNbO3

Even though chirped grating lenses with high throughput efficiency (n * 90%)

and large angular field of view (A6 a 6*) have been fabricated on glass optical

waveguides, the performance of the grating lenses are very much limited when

fabricated on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides due to the inherent differences

between Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 and glass waveguides. The closeness of the mode

index of Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 to Its substrate index is the major difference

that limits the grating lens performance. There are two reasons for making this

conclusion.

(1) When the mode index is very close to the substrate index, any abrupt

change in the structure of the optical waveguide, e.g., due to the

presence of grating grooves, will result in the conversion of the

guided wave energy into the substrate. e have investigated this

source of loss both experimentally and theoretically. Figure 10

shows the calculated percentage of the guided optical energy conver-

ted to the substrate as a function of the TiO 2 film thickness when

a guided wave mode in the section of the Ti-indiffused waveguide

without any T1O 2 film is incident normally on another section of

the waveguide that has a TiO2 overlay film. (We call it the TiO2

pad.) The edge of the film is assumed to be abrupt in the depth

direction. The theoretical results were obtained using a proce-

dure similar to that used by Marcuse [191 to calculate the radia-

tion losses of a step discontinuity in an optical waveguide. The

Vi large dots in Figure 10 represent the measured substrate energy
c

.,conversion of constant periodicity (.A * 3 m, d * 100 .m) grating *1

.
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structures fabricated by deposited T1O 2 films of different thick-

nesses. The solid squares represent the same results for TO 2 pads.

Our experimental results demonstrate that for waveguides with neff -

sub " 0.004, a mode index change of the order or larger than 0.004

will result in a severe conversion of the guided mode energy into

the substrate mode. We have also measured the amount of substrate

mode conversion due to the etched grooves. It is evident that the

substrate energy conversion for etched grooves Is even more severe

than for deposited grooves. In contrast, we have not observed such

a substrate mode conversion effect in glass waveguide or in ion-

-exchanged LINbO 3 waveguides.

The conversion of guided energy Into the substrate reduces the

throughput efficiency of the chirped grating lens and causes addi-

tional noise which should be avoided in any integrated optical sys-

tern. The maximum aneff achievable for our single mode Ti-indiffused

LiNbO3 waveguide without substrate mode conversion, is approximately

a 0.005. Therefore, for efficient interaction between the incident

wave and the grating, the groove length d should be a 100 urn. For

a 100 Ar length and an average periodicity of 4 A, the angular field

of view is limited to 1.5. However, a larger angular field of view

is achievable at the expense of lower efficiency if a shorter groove

length is used.

(2) The small difference between the mode index and the substrate index

also may cause energy leakage to the substrate modes by the grating

lens, even for the small index change -.neff. First consider the

P.1
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momentum (K-vector) diagram of a constant periodicity grating on an

optical waveguide as shown in Figure 11. The solid triangle repre-

sents the phase-matched scattering from one guided wave beam to

another guided wave beam by the grating vector K. The relation-

ship between K and the Bragg angle 98 is given by the well-known

Bragg condition. If the incidence optical beam is offset from

the Bragg angle by the amount A, the K-vector phase-matching con-

dition may be illustrated by the dashed triangle (Figure 11).

Substantial scattering of the guided wave energy into the sub-

strata may occur. Figure 12 shows the measured substrate mode

conversion for a constant periodicity grating (A a 3 um, d a 100

um) as the angle of the incident guided wave beam deviates from the

Bragg angle 9S. The mode index neff of the Ti-indiffused LiNbO3

waveguide used for this experiment was % 2.2043 = .0003. The Bragg

angle O0 * sin 't0/ 2neff ) was calculated to be .048 radians. Our

experimental results demonstrate that the substrate energy leakage

starts even before the momentum condition of Figure 11 is completely

satisfied.

Now consider a chirped grating structure as a summation of

transverse sections of gratings that have a constant periodicity

A within each narrow section. The phase-matching condition for

efficient volume interaction between the incident wave and the

diffracted wave is satisfied for a given transverse section when

the periodicity 1 of the grating grooves satisfies the Bragg condi-

tion K * 
2neffkosinel where K a 2,/A and k0 a 

2 -,/AO. It has been

pointed Out by Yao [20] that If the projection of the K vector on

-I

'p.
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le

the direction of the incident beam Ksine8 is large enough such

that Ksin% I ("eff - nsub)kO , the incident guided wave also will

be coupled to the substrate modes that have a propagation wave

number equal to or smaller than konsub. This condition implies

that the angular field of view and the efficiency of the small F

number lenses may be limited due to the coupling into the substrate

modes even for small aneoff. However, we expect this effect will be

dependent on the grating structure parameters (d, A, Kc) and on the

optical beam size. Substrate energy conversion has never been

observed in glass waveguides.

.%fq,
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CONCLUSION

Etched and deposited groove chirped grating lenses have been successfully

designed, fabricated and evaluated for the first time on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3

waveguides. A throughput efficiency of 85% for TtO 2 deposited grooves and 801

for etched grooves has been measured for some lenses. However, it has been

determined that due to the properties of Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides, It is

difficult to combine high efficiency with large angular field of view on such

wavt uides. The limitations are caused primarily by the closeness of the

mode index to the substrate index of Ti-indiffused LINbO3 waveguides. The

largest coupling coefficient that we have measured without any substrate mode

conversion is a 0.01S (um)-1 and it is obtained with deposited grooves. Our

results demonstrate that the major source of the substrate mode conversion is

due to the abrupt change in the structure of the waveguide caused by the grating

grooves. This problem may be alleviated if the grooves are fabricated by ion-

-exchange in benzoic acid [21] instead of etching or deposition. Due to the dif-

fusion nature of the ion-exchange process, the index change caused by the grooves

is more gradual as compared to etched or deposited fingers. However, the lateral

diffusion of ion-exchange may put a limit on the effectiveness of that process

for small periodicity structures. Alternative waveguides with a larger neff also

may be used to obtain chirped grating lenses [22,23].
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Abs tract

fab fice t tapered Nb205 transition waveguide obtained by reactive

sputerng asbeen demonstrated experimientally. It provides effective

intrconecionbetween two sections of Ti-indiffused waveguide with

0.8 dBttlinsertion loss. Chirped grating lenses have also been

farctdo Nb 2 05 waveguides that have yielded 85% throughput efficiency.

Frsignal processing applications in Ti-indiffused waveguides, the

cominaionof grating lenses and the 'Ib2 05 transition waveguide will

allow us to obtain lens functions that have both high efficiency and large

angular field of view (.4*).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chirped grating lenses on glass optical waveguides (Figure 1) have

been fabricated successfully with high throughput efficiency, several degrees

angular field of view, and near diffraction-limited performance [1,]. However

for some signal processing applications, Such as the r.f. spectrum analyzer, it

is necessary to fabricate grating lenses on LiNbO 3 waveguides. Recently, the

theoretical design and fabrication of diffraction grating lenses on single mode

Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides were reported [3,4].

The experimentally-measured performance of chirped grating lenses on

Ti-indiffused waveguides indicates that it is difficult to get both high effi-

ciency and more than two degrees of angular field of view for two reasons.

(a) The mode index of Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 , ne, is close to the substrate

index, ns . Therefore, the coupling of the energy to the substrate may limit

the maximum angular field of view or the efficiency of small F number grating

lenses [5]. (b) The Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides have large mode depth

(typically 1.5 - 2.5 iLa). The large mode dept- implies a small coupling

coefficient, thus requiring long grating grooves which limit the angular field

of view. In order to improve the grating lens performance, an alternative wave-

guide in LiNbO 3 other than Ti-indiffused is needed that has smaller mode depth

and larger mode index. If Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 nust be used for other signal

processing functions, such as acousto-optic interaction in the r.f. spectrum

analyzer, then the alternate waveguide may be used as a transition waveguide

interconnecting two sections of Ti-indiffused regions for the grating lens

fabrication as shown in Figure 2.
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2. NbzOs Interconnection Waveguides

The formation of light-guiding interconnections on glass waveguides

was first demonstrated by P. K. Tien E63. However it was thought that such

structures would result in a relatively high loss if used on LiNbO3 substrates

due to the surface roughness of commercially-available LiNbO 3 crystals E7].

Since then. fabrication of very low loss (less than 0.5 dB/cm) Nb20S film on

LiNbO3 substrates has been reported E8]. As an alternative approach to

improve the performance of chirped grating lenses on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3.we

have Investigated the feasibility of Such Interconnections on LiNbO 3 substrates

using Nb2DS film. Figure 2 shows the cross-section of a y-cut LiNbO3 crystal

with two TI-indiffused guiding regions that have been connected by a Nb205 film.

Since the refractive index of the Nb:OS film (n - 2.24 to 2.28) is larger than

the refractive index of the Ti-indiffused layers, a much larger angular field

of view and smaller F number may be expected for grating lens structures fabri-

cated on the Nb205 waveguides.

3. 3b20S Film Fabrication

The niobium pentoxide films were formed by reactively sputtering a

high purity niobium metal target In an oxygen-argon atmosphere. This is a

widely used technique for forming a variety of metal oxide waveguides, and

has resulted in 1b20 waveguides exhibiting high refractive index (n u 2.26

2
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at Motorola and n a 2.24 at UCSO at A a .633 ur) and low optical loss. It

should be noted that the optical properties of 1b205 waveguides have been

found to be very sensitive to the conditions under which they are deposited

Eg3 necessitating stringent control of the deposition environment to insure

reproducible results. The Nb2O5 films at Motorola are deposited in an r.f.

diode system using a 15 cm diameter x .5 cm thick HARZ grade niobium metal

target. Both target and substrate platforms are water-cooled and are separated

by approximately 8 cm. After the sputtering chamber has been evacuated, the

high vacuum pump is throttled down and oxygen and argon are introduced through

separate micrometer needle valves. The partial pressures of the gases are

1 millitorr 02 and 3 millitorr Ar. Low chamberpressure during the process tends

to result in better quality waveguides but further reduction In the total pres-

sure results in the inability to maintain a stable discharge at the r.f. power

levels used. The depositions were made with 75 watts (.41 li/cm2 ) of r.f. power.

The cathode (target) assumed a bias potential of 720 volts and the substrate was

allowed to float with respect to ground. As noted by Ingrey and estwood [103,

the low power level is dictated by the relatively low melting temperature of

the pentavalent oxide phase and film growth. The combination of low pressure

and low power results in a deposition rate of about 750 A/hr. Films grown

under these conditions exhibit no evidence of crystallinity under x-ray dif-

fraction analysis. Prior to deposition, the LiNbO3 Substrates were prepared

as follows. First they were scrubbed with a detergent and rinsed. This rinse,

as were all subsequent rinses, was done in high resistivity de-ionized water.

Next they were placed In a room temperature stripping solution of chromic and

sulfuric acids for 5 to 10 seconds and rinsed. Then they were gently agitated

-. ~...
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in a detergent solution followed by a thorough rinsing. Finally, a suc-

cession of 30 second baths in acetone, TCA, and acetone again was followed

by a final rinsing. The substrates then were spun dry and immuediately placed

in the sputtering chamber. 2 inch diameter oxidized silicon wafers were also

placed in the chamber and the film deposited on these wafers were analyzed for

refractive Index and optical loss. A qualitative assessment of these film

Indicated propagation losses of less than I dS/cm which was subsequently

confirmed by quantitative measurements of the films on the LI~bO3 substrates.

44

The film refractive Index was determined by prism coupling .633 A radiation

from a noft laser to the various weveguide modes and measuring the mode

launch angles. The mode spectra was then fit to a stop index waveguide dis-

persion diagram. At Motorola, we measured a refractive index of 2.278 t .005

for the film grown on the oxidized silicon substrates. The films on the

LO substrates exhibited a refractive index of only 2.2568 s .005.

4. Nb 2oTaper Formation and Evaluation

An extensive amount of research has been carried out in controlling

the profile of sputtered films for the fabrication of integrated opticsdevce

such as Luneberg lenses [Ill. Edges with long tapers and very gentle slopes

can be obtained by undercutting the bottom surface Of the shadowing masks.

Milton [ fl 12n have developed theories to calculate the optimum taper length

for an adiabatic transition of power In branching waveguides that may be used to

Su~his umaenglenes 11].[dgs wth ongtaprs ad vry ente sope

can e otaind b unercutin th botom urfce o th shdowig msks
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optimize the taper performance. We have experimentally studied and evaluated

several taper profiles using glass shadow asks during the sputtering process.

glass asks, instead of metal asks, are used in order to avoid perturbation of

the electric field. Figure 3 shows the task configuration used during the deposi-

tion process and the thickness variation of two transition weveguldes measured

by a Oektak. The insertion loss of tapered interconnections are measured by
placing the Input prism coupler on side A of the Ti-Indiffused waveguide and

the output prism on side I as Illustrated in Figure 2. The total Insertion loss

Is the logarithm of the ratio of the power detected on side B to the power that

would have been detected by the output coupler If the TI-indiffused wveguide

were continuous with no NbAS interconnection. All the Ti-indiffused waveguides

were evaluated before the deposition of Interconnection regions. Without the

Interco nnetion weveguides, all of the guided-wave energy coupled Into side A

was lost to the substrate and no guided energy was detected at the I side of

the TI-Indiffused guides. Some of the measured results with the tapered inter-

connection Nb2OS wavguide are listed In Table 1. The lowest insertion loss

measured was 0.8 dl when the two sections of the Ti-indiffused waveguides were

separated by I ma. The shadow ask used during the sputtering of Nb205 was 1 me

thick with the undercutting angle of 300. However, the refractive Index of the

"ib2 09 film In the Interconnection region is between the ordinary and the extra.

ordinary Indices of LfNbO3 substrate. The Propagation characteristics of any 1E

mode propagating in a direction ' from the x-axis may be approximated by an

Isotropic stop Index waveguide that has a film index of 2.26 and substrate index

of (%2 cos2 2 o2 sin )1/2 where nI and no are the extraordinary and ordinary

Indices of LINbO3 crystal respectively. The TE mode of such an isotropic step

Index waveguide will be beyond cut-off at some i value equal to 2€. Therefore

we would expect that the Insertion loss of the Interconnection to Increase as the

Ne%_
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guided wave propagation direction deviates from the ordinary axis of the LfNb03

crystal, I.e. the x-axis. The increase of the insertion loss may also be partly

due to leaky mode for Tl-Indiffused waveguide [13]. The measured insertion loss

as a fnction of the angular deviation of the propagation direction with respect

to the x-axis is illustrated in Figure 4. Larger indices of the Hb2 05 film in

the Interconnection region will reduce the dependence of the insertion loss on

the angular deviation..

A parameter that may limit the usefulness of such interconnections

for applications such as the r.f. spectrum analyzer is the amount of the in-

plane scattering introduced by the taper edges. Figure S shows the angular

spectrm of the guided-wave energy at A s .6328 um coupled out of a Ti-

-Indiffused LiNbO3 waveguide by a prism coupler without any interconnection

waveguide. The guided-*ave energy is excited by an input prism coupler using

a HeRe laser. Thus the measured inplane scattering includes that of the prism

couplers. Figure 6 shows the angular spectrum of the guided-wave energy coupled

out after passing through the Nb205 interconnection region. The same prism

couplers were used for both measurements. As seen from the two Figures, an

addition of 10 to IS d3 of scattered noise has been introduced due to the

IN transition. However, since no special care had been undertaken to mini-

mize the amount of the scattering loss in our tapered connection, we believe

that a much lower scattering loss can be achieved when the taper slopes and

lengths are optimized.

S. Grating Lens Fabrication on Nb2O- Waveguides

Experimentally, we have investigated different processes for the

fabrication of the chirped grating grooves on Nb2 s-LINbO3 waveguides that

will yield large coupling coefficient values. The fabrication of T10 2 qrting

.4
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grooves r143 on Nb2OS films failed because the Nb2OS refractive index and

loss dramatically changed after the Ti-oxidation process at 450*C. Thus

the grating grooves must be fabricated by etching. The reactive ion beam

etch technique (RIBE) using freon gas was employed to etch the grating grooves

*. In the Ibz0s film. Variation of the Nb2OS etching rate as a function of the

omn bee current density is Illustrated in Figure 7. We have etched up to

4000 A of Nb20 film with good pattern resolution of the grating grooves

using Shipley AZ 1350 photoresist asks. Figure 8 shows the calculated

coupling coefficient as a function of the-groove depth on the NbO S weveguide.

Clearly, fairly large Kc can be expected with a moderate depth of etching.

We have fabricated several lenses on Nb20 5-LiNbO3 weveguides. The specifica-

tions of the mask pattern used are: Amin a 1.73 um. '%x a 3.41 to, focal

length () - 12 mm, grating groove length d a 40 wa. lens width (h) a I -,

and F number = 12. The highest throughput efficiency measured for the above

lon was 85 a S for the groove depth of . 2000 A. The efficiency measurements

were made by prism couplers. The throughtput efficiency Is the ratio of power

masured In the diffracted beam focused at the focal point to the power measured

in the guided-weve beam transmitted through the waveguide when the transverse

location of the incident beam is moved to bypass the lens. The diffraction

efficiency is the ratio of the power measured in the focused beam to the sum

of the powers measured In all the orders of diffraction. For the lenses

fabricated on Xb20S films, the diffraction efficiency was equal to the through-

pu% efficiency, implying that very little power was converted by the lens to

the substrata modes. The measured angular field of view for the lens was

a & 4*, The angular field of view. ao, Is the change in the incidence angle

within which the measured efficiency is larger than one half of the highest

effIc ency. "

- 7-. -'6
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6. Conclusions

The feasibility of using a Nb205 transition waveguide to interconnect

two separatfsections of Ti-Indiffused waveguide has been demonstrated

with a total insertion loss of 0.8 dB. The key to the low loss transition

is a very smooth taper obtained by sputtering using a glass shadow mask.

1b2 0 5 waveguides obtained by reactive sputtering of Nb in an 02-Ar atmosphere

has a propagation loss less than 1 dBI/cm in the x or the y direction. The

chirped grating lens fabricated on top of such a waveguide by reactive ion

beam etching has an 85% throughput efficiency and four degrees of angular

field of view. Thus, the combination of the tapered transition waveguide

and the grating lens will allow us to obtain the lens function with high

efficiency and large angular field of view for any signal processing applications

using Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 without the disadvantages of the deep mode depth

and small n *- ns value. Such a technique may also be used to modify the

mode profile of Ti-indiffused waveguides In other applications such as butt

coupling, directional coupling or switching. It has two drawbacks.

(1) The propagation loss increases as the direction of propagation Is

moved away from the x or the y axes because the ordinary index of LiNbO3 is

larger then the index of the Rb20 S file. (2) The Nb2 0 S waveguide will be

affected severely by any subsequent processing that has a temperature higher

than 400*C.

4/
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Abstract

An Integrated optical chirped grating lens has been produced which

exhibits high throughput efficiency (?S) and large angular field of view

(3 degrees). The waveguide substrate is x-cut lithium niobate. and Ion

exchange in benzoic acid Is the method used for making the lens and the

waveguide.

a- AZ M •AL° . . - - . . - .
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Chirped grating lenses on glass optical waveguides have been fabricated

successfully with 901 diffraction efficiency, several degrees angular field of

view, and near diffraction limited performance [1,21. However, for some

signal processing applications, such as the r.f. spectrum analyzer, it is

necessary to fabricate these lenses on LiNbO3 waveguides. The fabrication and

performance of chirped grating lenses on commonly used LibO3 waveguides,
I.e. TMindiffused LiNbO3 , has recently been reported [33, and a throughput

efficiency of 601 with 20 angular field of view was obtained. However, the

combination of high efficiency and large angular field of view for chirped

grating lenses on Ti-indiffused LINbO3 waveguides is difficult to obtain due

to two reasons:

a. The mode index of Ti-indiffused LiNbO3, no, is close to the substrate

Index, ns, so the substrate mode coupling may limit the maximum angular

field of view or the efficiency of small F-number grating lenses.

b. The TI-indiffused LINbO3 waveguides have large Made 4lpth t
3 . The large

wode depth implies small coupling coefficient, thus a large diffraction

efficiency grating requires long grating grooves which limit the angular

field of view.

Furthermore, since lithium niobate has a high index, the overlay film

material used for grating must have an even higher index In order to obtain

large coupling coefficient at small film thicknesses.

In order to improve the chirped grating lens performance and relax the

limitation imposed by the Ti-indiffused LNb03 waveguides, we have

investigated the single mode waveguide in LiNbO3 made by proton ion

exchange [43. Compared to the TI-indiffused waveguide, it has smaller mode

depth and larger mode index. de have obtained higher performance chirped

grating lenses on an Ion-exchanged waveguide by a second ion exchange process.

-4,i
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A typical chirped grating lens is illustrated in Figure 1. There are

several factors which one should consider when choosing a particular chirped

grating lens design. From the generalized coupled mode theory C53, In order

to have a large diffraction efficiency we can choose Kd a v/2 where K Is the

coupling coefficient and d Is the grating groove tength.The coupling

coefficient is directly related to the change in effective Index, m e t In the

waveguide caused by the grating grooves. n the case of small effective Index

perturbations this relationship is given by [S] K a vane/.

Another requirement that must be satisfied for large diffraction

efficiency is that the gratings must not scatter heavily into either the

higher diffraction orders or the Substrate modes. A ca on figure of merit in

this regard for constant periodicity grating Is the dimensionless parameter

0 C6], 0 a 2,W/(n*A ), where % a free space wavelength and A a periodicity of

grating. For a chirped groting where A Is variable, we shall have a local

Q-factor for various sections of the lens. For most of our designs. we have

kept the local 0 value larger than S so that the energy diffracted into higher
orders may be ignored. Optical loss due to conversion into the substrate

modes can be minimized if no can be made significantly larger than ns.

A third consideration In lens design Is the angular field of view, A.

From the conventional coupled mode theory, the As of a constant periodicity

grating is given by as : A/d C63. This relationship can still serve as a

useful qualitative guide for the design of a chirped grating lens. For

large As. we went Ad large. But for large 0, we want d/A2 large. Thus. we

should use as Small a A as the resolution of the lithographic process allows,

while using a large enough K such that the optimum d for high efficiency Is

still small enough to support large at, yet is not so small for 0 to become

too low.

=.I.
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As was motioned previously, substrata mode coupling in Ti-Indiffused

waveguides may limit As or the efficiency of small F-number grating lenses.

*This is because for mall F-number a significant portion of the input t'-.a

will not be at Bragg angle due to the chirped periodicity of the grating. In

other words, only within a small range of A along the lens (usually at the

middle) will Bragg's diffraction condition be satisfied approximately. For

significant deviations from Bragg angle, there will be substrate mode

conversion if the mode index, ne , of the waveguide Is not significantly larger

than the substrate idnex, ns .

The proton ion exchange process is expected to give an ne significantly

higher than ns . The second proton ion exchange is expected to give a large K

for the grating grooves. Thus, high performance chirp grating lens can be

expected With a double proton ion-exchange process.

The ion exchange method used here involves dipping a sample of x-cut

LiNbO 3 In molten benzoic acid 141 held in a furnace that has a * 10

temperature control. Some of the protons from the acid diffuse into the

lithium niobate and replace some of the lithium ions in the crystal. The

result is that a thin surface layer of the crystal acquires a constant

refractive index of 2.32, which is large compared to the substrate index, 2.20

(at 4 * .6328 wo). This index profile and index value can be determined by

fitting the index profile with measured effective indicies of a multimode

waveguide by WKiS approximation. The temperature and duration of immersion

control the depth of this layer, the mode indices, and the number of modes.

4- We work strictly in the single mode region. In Figure 2. a theoretical curve

of TIE mode index versus time of immersion at 217 0C, is given, based upon

Jackl's reported diffusion coefficient of .37 u02 /hr., as well as two other

values of diffusion coefficients for comparison. The discrete points are

-

-41
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the experimentally observed waveguide index, ne . They are approximately in

agreement.

An aluminum mask in the form of chirped grating grooves is made on the

single-mode ion exchanged waveguide by the lift-off method, contact printed

from a flexible chromium mask. The aluminum serves as a protective mask

during the second ion exchange. For the second ion exchange, the waveguide is

immersed in benzoic acid for a few minutes at 2040C. Thus, the majority of

the planar waveguide Is double ion exchanged. while the regions beneath the

aluminum fingers is single ion exchanged. After the second ion exchange the

aluminum mask is removed by chemical etching.

Double ion exchange produces a change in ne from the single Ion

% exchange. In order to measure Ane , we have set aside a portion of the

waveguide which Is also covered by aluminum during the second Ion exchange.

Me is measured by the change in coupling angles of the light beau Into the

rutile prism in the single exchanged region and in. the double exchanged

region. A theoretical curve of ane versus second ion exchange time is plotted

in Figure 3 using D a .12 iw2/hr. The experimental points are marked by the

squared dots. Clearly there are some variations of an* caused by some unknown

variations of our experimental conditions. Nevertheless, the averaged ane may

be described by a* a 0.0012 t where t is the second ion exchange time in

minutes at 2040C.

All optical measurements are performed with a He-Ne laser through futile

prism couplers. The throughput efficiency Is defined as the ratio of the

optical power in the focused diffracted guided wave beam to the power in the

,"' transmitted guided optical beam when the incident beam is moved transversely

%i to by-pass the lens. The diffraction efficiency Is the ratio of the power

measured in the focused beam to the sum of the powers measured in all the

.o

i.
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orders of diffraction. So far, within the accuracy of our measurement the

diffraction efficiency is always equal to the throughpu, effici,,oy, implying

very little power converted by the lens into the substrate modes. However,

the average attenuation rate of the single mode ion exchanged waveguide is 3

.' dB/cu. There are significant amounts of light power appearing In the

substrate and in the tails of the output m-line, indicating that the random

scattering noise of the Ion exchanged waveguide will be higher than that of

the Ti-indiffused waveguide.

Figure 4 shows the measured throughput efficiency n for various

An created on 7 different samples. In all these samples, the ne of the TEO

mode produced in the first ion exchange is 2.265 t .OOS. The lens has the

same mask pattern. Imin a 1.73 to, Awax " 3.45 w, focal length (f) a 2 m1 .

grating groove length d - 80 on, lens width (h) - I mm and F a 12. The solid

curve represents the efficiency variation calculated from the generalized

coupled mode theory for K a van/%. Clearly, the measured efficiency

at ane larger than 0.007 is larger than the calculated efficiency, implying an

experimental K value smaller than that given by K a wane/A. A reduction in K

value could occur due to mechanisms such as lateral diffusion in the z-axis

direction. The exact mechanism for the shift of the experimental points are

still being investigated. However, the experimental results have demonstrated

that the second ion exchange process is more than sufficient to generate the

., .4 large ane required for obtaining high efficiency at short d values.

By measuring the diffraction efficiency as a function of the angle of

incidence of the input guided wave beam, we obtain experimentally the angular

field of view as to be in the range from 2.4 degrees to 3.2 degrees. Ae is

defined as the change in incidence angle within which the measured efficiency

is larger than one half the highest efficiency. We do not know yet the exact

-°"
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reason for the variation In ae. It may be caused by the tolerance of the

fabrication processes.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a chirped grating lens on LlNbO3 that

has hitgh efficiency (75%) and large angular field of view (3 degrees). It Is

potentially feasible to obtain a higher efficiency and a larger angular field

C* ofview than the data reported here by searching for a smaller d without

higher orders of diffraction and by controlling the second ion exchange more

precisely to obtain the desired K. There seem to be two drawbacks to Ion

exchanged waveguides: (1) They have a larger scattering loss than that of the

Ti-Indiffused waveguides, and (2) the ne and ana will change If the sample Is

* heated to ZO0OC. This work is supported in part by AFOSR Grant No.80-0037.

The grating lens mask Is made by electron beam lithography at the submicron

facility of Cornell University under NSF Grant No. ECS-8200312.
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Figure Captions

Figure I rhe chirped grating lens structure and the typical ranges of the

design parameters used.

Figure 2 The effective index of ion exchanged LIMbO3 waveguides versus time

of Immersion in benzoic acid, T - 2170C. The dashed lines show the

use of-different diffusion coefficients used in theoretically

modelling the waveguides.

Figure 3 The waveguides of Figure 2 with ne w 2.265 * .05 were Ion

exchanged a second time. The change in effective index Is plotted

versus time of second ion exchange at T 2040C.

Figure 4 Throughput efficiency versus an for the chirped grating lens made

In Li~bO3 waveguides.
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Incident Guided Wave Linear Chirped Grating

-'

iN

TYPICAL DIMENSIONS OF A GRATING LENS

d a (15- 400a)

A a (1 -ZO.)

H a (1 to several mm)

f - (S - 30 m)

1'" Figure 1
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6. CONCLUSION

Although the investigations presented in this thesis are all

concerned with the design, fabrication, evaluation and optimization of

chirped grating lenses on LiNbO3 waveguides, the variations in material

characteristics and fabrication techniques suggest that each segment should

be considered separately. Therefore, this chapter is subdivided into four

parts, each of which describes the results obtained and conclusions drawn

from each chapter along with suggestions for further investigation.

6.1 The design and theoretical analysis of curved and chirped grating

lenses have been performed successfully utilizing three techniques:

1. A generalized coupled mode analysis which is applicable to

situations where the volume interaction is restricted only

to two dominant guided wave beams. From this analysis, a

general phase matching condition has been obtained that can

be used to design the grating groove shape for an efficient

interaction of any two guided wave beams. Alternatively,

coupled mode equations have been used to calculate the phase

and amplitude distributions of the two beams where there is

a phase mismatch. From the calculated phase and amplitude,

the diffracted field pattern, the diffraction efficiency,

the angular field of view, and the effect of grating para-

meters for different grating lens structures have been calcu-
lated. This analysis has been found to yield good results for

,.4
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structures that have high Q factors. However, the generalized

coupled mode analysis does not predict the diffraction effi-

ciency of low and medium Q structure because it neglects the

presence of higher diffraction orders.

2. A perturbation method which is based upon the Green's function

and is used to analyze thin phase grating structures for low

Q factors. In this analysis, the effect of all diffraction

orders are considered by the method of the Green's function

.but the effects of feedback from reversed scattering are

neglected.

3. An iterative perturbation analysis which is suitable to

analyze the diffraction properties of medium Q linearly

chirped grating lenses. In this analysis, it is assumed

that two principal guided wave beams are coupled to each other

via the grating structure and the diffraction into the higher

order beams is treated as losses of the two principal beams.

All the theoretical methods that have been developed assume that

there is very little conversion of guided energy into the radiation modes

of the optical waveguide. However, the experimental evaluations of the

chirped grating lenses have demonstrated that a substantial amount of

guided wave energy can couple to substrate modes when the refractive

index neff of the guided wave mode is close to the substrate index.

Further research Is required to extend the theories so that, in addition

to the guided wave modes, the radiation modes of the optical waveguides

may also be incorporated in the analyzes. One way this objective may be

achieved is to utilize an appropriate Green's function in the perturbation
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and Iterative perturbation analysis that satisfies the boundary condi-

tions for the guided wave modes and the radiation modes of the optical

waveguide.

6.2 Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 is the most important optical waveguide for

integrated optics signal processing applications because of its excellent

electrooptic and acoustooptic properties in conjuction with its very low

propagation loss.

Etched and deposited grooved chirped grating lenses have been

successfully fabricated and evaluated for the first time on Ti-indiffused

LiNbO3 waveguides. A throughput efficiency of 85% for TiO2 deposited

grooves and 80% for reactive ion beam etched grooves has been measured for

some lenses. It has been determined that, due to the properties of Ti-

indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides, it is difficult to combine high efficiency

with a large angular field of view on such waveguides. There are two

reasons for making this conclusion: (a) The mode index neff of Ti-indif-

fused LiNbO3 waveguides is very close to its substrate index nsub* There-

fore, any abrupt change in the structure of the optical wavegulde due to

the presence of the grating grooves will result in the conversion of the

guided wave energy into the substrate which reduces the throughput effi-

ciency of the grating lens. This source of loss has been investigated

both experimentally and theoretically. (b) The small difference between

the mode index and the substrate index causes energy leakage to the sub-

strate modes by the grating structures at the l°,rge angle of incidence

which is a limitation on the angular field of view of the grating lens.

To assess, however, the exact limitations of chirped grating
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lenses on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides, further research is required

that includes:

1. The fabrication of the grating grooves by the ion exchanged

process instead of etching or deposition. Due to the dif-

fusion nature of the ion exchange, the index change caused by

the grooves may be more gradual as compared to etched or

deposited fingers which may result in obtaining the combina-

tion of larger efficiency and angular field of view without

substantial substrate mode conversion.

2. The fabrication of T1O 2 deposited fingers with tapered edges

which may reduce the substrate energy conversion due to the

abrupt TiO 2 fingers and result in achieving larger efficiency

and angular field of view for the deposited grooves.

3. The development of theoretical methods to calculate the amount

of substrate mode conversion due to different parameters of

the chirped grating lens, such as F number, interaction length

d and the periodicity of the grooves.

6.3 The fabrication of chirped grating lenses on Nb205 transition

waveguides is an alternative method that may improve the performance of

grating lenses from the point of view of obtaining both larger throughput

efficiency and larger angular field of view. The deposited Nb20 5 films

on LiNbO3 have refractive indices larger than the extraordinary index of

the Ti-indiffused layers in LiNbO3. Also, the mode depth of Nb205-LiNbO3

waveguides is two to three times smaller than the mode depth of Ti-

%4
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indiffused waveguides. Therefore, a much stronger interaction between the

guided wave and the grating grooves is expected if the grating lenses are

fabricated on N1b20-LinbO3 waveguides.

The fabrication of Nb2 0-LiNbO3 waveguides by the reactive sput-

tering of Nb205 films, the fabrication of low-loss transition waveguides

interconnecting two regions of Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides, and the

fabrication of the grating grooves on Nb205 films by reactive ion beam

. etch'Ing and TiO 2 deposition have been investigated.

Very low-loss Nb205 transition waveguides with a total insertion

loss of 0.8 dB have been demonstrated. The key to low-loss transition

is a very smooth taper obtained through a glass shadowing mask during the

deposition of the Nb205 film. Chirped grating lenses also have been fab-

ricated on Nb205 waveguides that yield an 85% throughput efficiency and

four degrees angular field of view. Thus, by combining the tapered tran-

sition and the grating lens, it is possible to obtain the lens function

with a high efficiency and a large angular field of view for any signal

processing application using Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides without the

disadvantages of the deep mode depth and small neff - nsub values. How-

ever, this fabrication technique has several drawbacks.

1. The loss of the transition waveguide increases as the direc-

tion of propagation is moved away from the ordinary axis of

the LiNbO 3 crystal because the ordinary index of LiNbO3 is

larger than the index of the Nb205 film.

2. The Nb205 waveguide is affected severely by any processing

that involves temperatures higher than 200°C.

.4_4 
4
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3. The Nb205 transition introduces a 10 dB of inplane scattered

noise in addition to the inplane scattered noise of the Ti-

indiffused LiNbO3 waveguide.

Therefore, we conclude that for applications such as the integrated optic

spectrum analyzer, further research is required to: (a) improve the uni-

formity of the tapered edges of the transition waveguide in order to reduce

the lnplane scattering caused by the tapered edges; (b) optimize the

tapered slope and length for minimum transition loss; and (c) investigate

the performance of transition waveguides fabricated by materials with

refractive indices higher than that of Nb205 films, such as T1O2 and

As2S3.

6.4 The fabrication of grating lenses on ion exchanged LiNbO3 wave-

guides is the second alternative that has been investigated in order to

improve the grating lens performance and relax the limitation imposed by

the properties of Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 waveguides. The ion exchanged

layer in LiNbO3 has a refractive index of 2.32 which is large compared

to the substrate index of 2.20.

Double ion exchanged chirped grating lenses in LiNbO3 waveguides

have been fabricated and a throughput efficiency of 75% and three degrees

angular field of view have been measured for some lenses. It is poten-

tially feasible to obtain higher efficiency and larger angular field of

view by using a grating lens structure of small d length. However, there

are several drawbacks in using ion exchanged waveguides.

%, , _, , % ' .% ' , % " , - . - . % - . " . , - . ,, ,
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1. The inplane scattering loss of the ion exchanged wavegulde

4' is considerably larger than the Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 and

Nb205-LiNbO3 wavegui des.

2. The ion exchanged waveguide is affected by processes that

* involve temperatures higher than 200C

3. The lateral diffusion caused by the ion exchange process may

be a limiting factor in the effectiveness of this process for

small periodicity structures.

In order to assess the effectiveness of ion exchanged waveguides for

integrated optic signal processing applications, further research is

required to: (a) reduce the inplane scattering of these waveguides; (b)

investigate the lateral diffusion of the ion exchange process; and (c)

investigate the stability of such waveguides due to aging.

In short, efficient chirped grating lenses on Ti-indiffused LiNbO3

have been fabricated successfully. The limitations in performance of the

grating lenses on such waveguides have been investigated. Two alternative

material structures have been investigated that can circumvent the

difficulties with Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 waveguides. Furthermore, the

limitations of each structure has been determined.
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APPENDIX I.

This appendix is devoted to the design and analysis of chirped

grating lenses by the generalized coupled mode analysis [1]. The appen-

dix is subdivided into two parts. In the first part it is shown how this

analysis may be used to design curved and chirped quasi-periodic struc-

tures for obtaining phase match interactions between two specific guided

wave beams. In the second part, the type of design information (e.g.,

diffraction efficiency, diffracted spot size, angular field of view,

etc.) that has been obtained by this analysis is demonstrated in a few

examples.

A. Generalized Phase Matched Diffraction

In the generalized coupled mode analysis, it is assumed that

only two guided wave beams are coupled to each other via the chirped or

curved grating structure (Figure 1), i.e., the Q factor of the grating

is high enough so that diffraction into the higher order is negligible.

In this analysis, the electric and magnetic fields of the incident and

diffracted guided wave modes are expressed as a product of three func-

tions in the form

EI - P(xy) *i(x,y) F(z) (1)

Ed a Q(x,y) Yd(x,y) F(z) (2)

where P(x,y) and Q(x,y) are the slow varying amplitude and phase functions
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